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Introduction
This paper deals with certain aspects of accentuation of the Čakavian dialect of
Blato on the island of Korčula from a historical and wider dialectological
perspective. The material in the paper is based completely on a recently published
dictionary – Milat Panža ([2014]) (for the overview of other descriptions of the
Korčula dialects cf. the bibliography in Milat Panža ([2014]: 496-498). The
author is a native speaker and not a professional linguist, but the dictionary is
mostly reliable (the errors are usually not diﬃcult to spot). In any case, the data in
the dictionary show a few interesting archaic features and other points worth
discussing.
Accentual system
The dialect of Blato has an archaic accentual system – both phonetically and
paradigmatically – with no phonetic stress retractions (e.g. vodȁ ‘water’) and with
preserved pretonic (e.g. rūkȁ ‘arm’) and posttonic length (e.g. vȁvīk ‘always’). Like
some other South Čakavian (Brač, Hvar and Vis) and South Štokavian dialects
(Konavle – south of Dubrovnik, Montenegro) it preserves, at least in some cases,
the old acute posttonic length (e.g. dȉgnūt ‘to rise’ compared to dȉgnŭt elsewhere),
which we shall discuss later. Preresonant lengthening occurs under accent and
posttonically (probably also pretonically in specific cases) – cf. zelȇn ‘green,’
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zbȍgōn ‘goodbye.’ The long syllabic r is shortened (čȑn ‘black’). The long ā is closed
and marked as such in the dictionary (we have omitted this in this paper).
Although posttonic length is preserved in most positions in the dialect , it does
tend to shorten in some positions. It regularly shortens after the neoacute: čãrăn ‘I
bewitch,’ grãdĭn ‘I build,’ etc. There are some exceptions (if these are not
mistakes), cf. cĩhnĕn ‘I sneeze’ (perfective) but cĩhjēn ‘I sneeze’ (imperfective).
Definite adjectives seem to preserve length after the neoacute at all times, cf.
mlãdī ‘young.’ This is probably due to analogy to forms like nȍvī ‘new.’ Posttonic
length also disappears in auslaut when not following the stressed syllable
immediately, cf. dȉlajŭ ‘they hack’ but čārȁjū ‘they bewitch.’
Acute posttonic length
The acute posttonic length is the vowel length that in some cases appears after the
stress (e.g. *čstīti ‘to clean’), but not in final open syllables (which is a special case),
while having the old acute stress in others (e.g. *lovti ‘to hunt’). For the overview
of the problem cf. Kapović 2015: 516-525. In many dialects, the acute posttonic
length is generally not preserved – cf. literary Neo-Štokavian čȉstĭti (and expected
lòviti) or Czech čistiti (like the expected loviti). This is diﬀerent from non-acute
posttonic length, cf. Proto-Slavic gensg *msę̄ca ‘month’ > Neo-Štokavian mjȅsēca,
Czech měsíce (cf. Kapović 2015: 502-512 for details). However, certain Štokavian
and Čakavian dialects do preserve at least some of those acute posttonic lengths
and thus have forms like čȉstīt (not čȉstĭt). The problem with such dialects, which
preserve numerous cases of acute posttonic length, is that they often exhibit a
wide range of secondary long posttonic vowels that must be analogical. Thus, in
Montenegrin dialects we find secondary posttonic long vowels, structurally
immitating originally posttonic acute long vowels, like vȅsēla ‘happy’ (feminine),
nȁ mjēsto ‘to the place,’ ȍlōvo ‘lead,’ etc. (cf. Kapović 2015: 524 for more examples
and references). The same thing is found in Selca, the only Čakavian dialect on the
island of Brač that preserves posttonic length, cf. secondary forms like jȁńāc
‘lamb,’ pȕpāk ‘bellybutton’ or bȍlēstan ‘ill’ (Šprljan 2015: 58, 256). These
secondary long vowels are unfortunate because they obfuscate original patterns
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and developments, which makes historical analysis much more diﬃcult. Luckily,
there are some dialects that do not have such secondary long vowels but preserve
original length (both acute and non-acute). The dialect of Blato is one such case.
We shall now see what happens with acute posttonic length in Blato.
The old acute posttonic length is found in the following cases in the dialect of
Blato:
1. in infinitives: čȉstīt, dȉgnūt ‘to pick up,’ glȅdāt ‘to watch’
2. in l-participles: kȕpīla ‘she gathered,’ primȉstīli smo se ‘we moved,’ dȉgnūla ‘she
picked up,’ plȁkāla ‘she cried’
3. in the adjectival -ast suﬃx: lȕdāst – lȕdāsta – lȕdāsto ‘ill-advised, reckless,’
stȕpāst ‘fibrous’
4. in the adjectival -av suﬃx: kȉlāv – kȉlāva – kȉlāvo ‘bad, weak,’ mȕtāv ‘hard of
hearing’
Cf. literary Štokavian čȉstĭti, dȉgnŭla, lȕdăst ‘silly,’ kȉlăva ‘incapable, slow,’ etc.
There is no length in:
1. the nominal -ica suﬃx: krȁvica ‘pinecone,’ kȕćica ‘little house’ (cf. Kapović
2015: 523)
2. the nominal -ina suﬃx: dȑdina ‘big/strong man,’ dažjȅvina ‘rainy weather’
3. the secondary -ama nominal ending: datpl košȕjama ‘to shirts’
4. the rare nominal -ilo suﬃx: prȕdilo ‘branch with thorns used to dry fish’ (cf.
Neo-Štokavian vòzilo ‘vehicle’ for *-ȉlo)
5. the rare nominal -uh suﬃx: spȁzuh ‘armpit’ (cf. trbȕh ‘stomach’)
As is obvious from the data, the dialect of Blato had analogical levellings of brevity
as well, albeit in less forms than most other Čakavian/Štokavian dialects. Unlike
many other dialects that preserve instances of posttonic acute length, Blato did
not experience a secondary spread of length, which makes its forms with the
preserved acute length more reliable.
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The length alternation in (na)čĭnȉt ‘to make’ – načīńȇn ‘made’
The historical interchange of length, stress and paradigmatic shifts in the old a. p. c
i-verbs is very complex in Čakavian and Štokavian (cf. Kapović 2011: 228-231,
2015: 476-488). The Blato dialect seems to have one remarkable archaism in the a.
p. c verb činȉt ‘to do, make.’ The verb (na)činȉt has the usual a. p. C with the
generalized short stem vowel in almost all forms: načinĩn ‘I do’ – načinīmȍ ‘we do’
(the stress is not stem-fixed in verbs with prefixes) – načinȉla ‘she did’ – načinȉ!
‘(you) do!,’ etc. However, in the past passive participle the Blato dialect
remarkably has length, cf. sg. načīńȇn ‘done, made’ – načīńenȁ (fem.) – načīńenȍ
(neut.) – pl. načīńenȉ (masc.) – načīńenȅ (fem.) – načīńenȁ (neut.). This length
must be archaic, i.e. phonetically preserved, in the masc. sg. form načīńȇn (cf.
Kapović 2015: 442-454 for the preservation of pretonic length in this position),
with the subsequent preresonant lengthening in the stressed syllable. The original
length was then generalized in all forms of the past passive participle, like
načīńenȁ, etc. In other forms, as we have seen, we find the shortened stem – both
in forms where that is expected (like načinĩn – načinīmȍ – načinȉla) and where it
is not (in načinȉ!). The opposition of načinĩn and načīńȇn is what is fascinating in
Blato and what points to an old pattern of short/long stem alternation, that
subsequently disappeared almost everywhere. Other Čakavian (and Štokavian)
dialects usually have the short vowel in all forms in this and similar verbs, cf. e.g. in
Orbanići (Kalsbeek 1998) činȉt – činĩn but also načińiẽn (with a variant with
secondary stress position: načȉńen – cf. Ivšić 1911: 165 for such variance in stress
position in en-participles).
Accent in the locative plural of ā-stems (accentual paradigm C)
Classical modern accentology reconstructs *-xъ (Stang 1957: 61-63, Дыбо 1981:
33, 38, 2000: 60) in the locative plural of the ā-stem a. p. c, which correlates to the
datpl *-mъ and instrpl *-mi (Carlton 1991: 189, diﬀering from the mainstream,
reconstructs *-ax, but also less convincing datpl *-am and highly unlikely instrpl *am). This is based on reflexes such as Slovene gorȁh or Novi Vinodolski Čakavian
(Белић 2000: 162) gorȁh ‘on mountains.’ However, there are some data that do
not fit into this picture – cf. Czech/Slovak locpl -ách (that cannot stem from the
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original old acute), e.g. horách, and in Čakavian remnant forms like gorõh in
Dračevica on Brač (Hraste 1940: 43, Šimunović 2009: 40 – in both synchronic a.
p. C and a. p. B), rukõh ‘in hands’ in Pitve/Zavala on Hvar (Barbić 2011: XXXIV,
XXXVI), nogȃ ‘on feet’ in Brinje in Lika (Šimunović 2011: 229). The Blato
Čakavian dialect is one of those dialects that does not point to the old *-xъ (the
island of Korčula is geographically close to the islands of Brač and Hvar, though
the accentuation of Korčula is rather diﬀerent in some, even very old, respects
from that of Brač/Hvar). In Blato, what one finds in the a. p. C locpl ā-stem forms
is the neo-acute, cf. gorãh, rukãh ‘in hands,’ nogãh ‘on legs’ (Milat Panža [2014]:
15). Cf. also vȁlāh ‘in bays’ for feminine a. p. A and stanẽh ‘in cottages,’ gradovẽh
‘in towns,’ jajẽh ‘in eggs’ for masculine/neuter (with a strange -eh instead of the
expected *-ih from *-ěxъ).
So how to interpret the Czech/Slovak and Čakavian forms that would point to
*-ãxъ and not the usually reconstructed *-xъ in locpl? The obvious parallel is
Lithuanian locpl -osè (dialectal also -åsù) from the original *-āsù. Stang (1957: 6263) supposes that Slavic *-xъ is analogical to the original a. p. b accent (due to the
rightward stress shift to the acute *-ā- in a. p. b) and that the original a. p. c form
was *-ãxъ < *-ax (due to the comparison with Lithuanian). However, he does not
mention Czech/Slovak and Čakavian forms that may point to the supposed
original *-ãxъ (unlike Carlton 1991: 191 who mentions Czech/Slovak but not
Čakavian).
There is one more case where the same variants in locpl can be found: in personal
pronouns. In locpl (and genpl) Proto-Slavic *nsъ, *vsъ ‘on us’ is usually
reconstructed (Дыбо 1981: 34-35, 2000: 62-63, Kapović 2006: 91). The
reconstruction is based on Czech nás, vás, Slovene (and Kajkavian) nȁs, vȁs, and
North Čakavian (Novi Vinodolski – Белић 2000: 167; Crikvenica – Ivančić
Dusper & Bašić 2013: 25; Grobnik – Lukežić & Zubčić 2007: 39; Orbanići –
Kalsbeek 1998: 162 for gen/accpl, etc.) nȁs, vȁs (in dialects with the neocircumflex
in the present tense and definite adjectives). Such an accent, but for the gen/accpl
form (see below) is found also in southern Štokavian (Dubrovnik and Old
Štokavian Montenegro) – cf. Dubrovnik (Budmani 1883: 173, Rešetar 1900:
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144) nȁs, vȁs, Ozrinići and Prčanj (Rešetar 1900: 144) nȁs, vȁs, Piperi
(Стевановић 1940: 78) нȁс, вȁс, etc. – but cf. Piva and Drobnjak (Вуковић 1940:
265) in the Neo-Štokavian part of Montegro with the usual Neo-Štokavian (see
below) òд нāс, òд вāс. The forms nȁs, vȁs are also found in Molise Croatian in Italy
(Rešetar 1911: 212). However, the classical reconstruction does not take into
account the following data. First of all, Slovak also has nás, vás, which would,
together with the Czech forms, point rather to *nãsъ, *vãsъ with the neoacute (if
the Slovak forms were not to be interpreted as some kind of Czech influence),
presumably from the older *nas *vas (as in the case of the nominal form above).
Secondly, (Neo-)Štokavian regularly has (gen/accpl) nȃs, vȃs, with the reflex of the
old acute seen only in possessive nȁš ‘ours,’ vȁš ‘yours.’ Neo-Štokavian nȃs, vȃs is
most probably not a neocircumflex (as claimed by Stang 1957: 96 and Дыбо
1981: 35, 2000: 63) in the light of the Old Štokavian nãs, vãs (cf. in Posavina –
Ivšić 1913/II: 35). More Southern Čakavian (cf. already Senj gen/accpl nãs, vãs –
Moguš 1966: 78) has nãs, vãs as does Štokavian – cf. nãs, vãs in Blato as well (but
only in gen/accpl; at present locpl has the old dual form nȁma, vȁma in Blato). As
can be seen, there is an old synchretism of genpl and locpl here (in both nasъ and
vasъ) due to historical development (Proto-Indo-European *-su and *-sm both
yield Slavic -sъ). Later the genpl form becomes also the accpl one in many dialects.
The accentuation of the Čakavian/Štokavian genpl/accpl nãs, vãs seems to stem
from the original locpl variant forms *nãsъ, *vãsъ (cf. the Old Prussian genpl noūson
‘of us’ for the initial accent). The dialects with nȁs, vȁs have either the accent of
the locpl variant *nsъ, *vsъ or the accent of the genpl *nsъ, *vsъ (with short *-ъ).
Usually the same accent is generalized in ńȉh/ńĩh ‘them’ as well.
The traditionally reconstructed old acute in locpl *-xъ and locpl (and genpl) *nsъ,
*vsъ is in accordance with datpl *-mъ (though Czech/Slovak again have -ám
here), *nmъ, *vmъ (but Czech/Slovak have nám, vám) and instrpl *-mi, *nmi,
*vmi. The acute in *-xъ, *nsъ, *vsъ is based on the Proto-Indo-European forms
with laryngeal/long vowel: *-eh2su, *nōs-, *wōs- (the last two plus secondary *-su, cf.
Kapović 2006: 130). Other stems and pronominal forms have no acute (i.e. no
laryngeal/long vowel in Proto-Indo-European) and desinential stress, cf. o-stem *328
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ěx, i-stem*-ьx, u-stem *-ъx and *těx ‘of those,’ *jix ‘of them’ (Дыбо 1981: 36,
2000: 62) and Proto-Indo-European *-oysu, *-isu, *-usu, *toysu, *eysu (cf. e.g.
Kapović 2017: 65, 67, 72, 74, 83, 86-87 for the Proto-Indo-European
reconstructions). The obvious explanation for this kind of distribution would be
Hirt’s law (cf. Дыбо 1981: 39), though not all is clear (Дыбо 2000: 64), which is
not unusual for this law (cf. the overview of the issues and examples of analogical
levellings concerning Hirt’s law in Kapović 2015: 176-193).
Since we are dealing with a rather wide range of reflexes pointing to neoacute
variant forms (*-ãxъ, *nãsъ, *vãsъ) besides the usually reconstructed acute ones
(*-xъ, *nsъ, *vsъ), it does not seem likely that the neoacute is the result of some
very late or local innovation (cf. Kapović 2006: 58 for such an explanation when it
comes to pronominal forms). However, though it is tempting to reconstruct the
neoacute variants already for Proto-Slavic (whether they are indeed genetically
related to Lithuanian or independent developments), their exact status is murky
since a number of diﬀerent scenario’s are possible: *-ãxъ can be either the original
form, later supplanted by *-xъ due to analogy with datpl *-mъ (and instrpl *-mi),
or it can be an old dialectal/variant innovation due to analogy with *-ěx, *-ьx, *ъx. In any case, the data from Blato are a useful piece of the puzzle.
Preposition + pronominal clitics of the za me ‘for me’ type
The Blato prepositional pronominal forms zā mȅ ‘for me,’ zā tȅ ‘for you’ (Milat
Panža [2014]: 26) are very interesting. They attest that the very south of Čakavian
agrees with Neo-Štokavian in this regard – cf. Neo-Štokavian zá me, zá te. This
kind of accentuation appears also in South-West Istrian Čakavian, a migrational
dialect with influences of Štokavian – cf. there zã me < *zā mȅ (Mandić 2009: 90).
It seems that already a bit to the north of Korčula, on the island of Brač, there is
the beginning of a large central Čakavian territory where we have forms with the
neoacute (of unclear historical origin): Selca on Brač (Šprljan 2015: 261-263,
Šimunović 2009: 853) nã te ‘on you,’ ũ se ‘in …self,’ Vrgada (Jurišić 1966: 85) ũ
me ‘into me,’ zoã se ‘for …self,’ Senj (Moguš 1966: 79) põ me ‘for me,’ ũ se. In
North Čakavian (the dialects with the neocircumflex in e-presents and definite
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adjectives) we find the circumflex everywhere (which was not shortened –
Kapović 2015: 241): Novi Vinodolski (Белић 2000: 167) zȃ me, zȃ te, Crikvenica
(Ivančić Dusper & Bašić 2013: 110) nȃ me ‘onto me,’ Orlec on Cres (Houtzagers
1985: 102) zȃ te, vȃ me ‘into me,’ Grobnik (Lukežić & Zubčić 2007: 583) zȃ se,
Orbanići (Kalsbeek 1998: 164, 322-323) nȃ me, nȃ te, etc. The North Čakavian
accent agrees with Slovene (if literary Slovene nȃme with no progressive
circumflex shift is to be historically interpreted by analogy with the original *ni nȃ
me), Kajkavian (cf. e.g. zȃ m in Gornja Konjščina – Gudek 2013: 77-78) and the
majority of Posavina Old Štokavian (Ivšić 1913/II: 36). Cf. the provisional table
(the migrational and mixed dialect of South West Istria is left out):
dialect group
far south of
Čakavian
south and central
Čakavian
North Čakavian
(“neocircumflex
Čakavian”)

territory
Korčula

accent
zā mȅ

from Brač to Senj

zã me

north of the
Lošinj-Novi
Vinodolski line

zȃ me

agrees with
Neo-Štokavian

Slovene,
Kajkavian,
Posavina
Štokavian

Other issues
Here, we shall take a look at some of the other accentual characteristics and
aspects of Blato Čakavian.
Many Čakavian dialects have stem stress in pluralia tantum neuters like vrãta
‘door’ (or semi-pluralia tantum like črĩva ‘intestines’), cf. Kapović 2015: 130-133.
Blato, like Neo-Štokavian, does not – cf. črīvȁ, vrātȁ, jūstȁ ‘mouth,’ klīšćȁ ‘pliers.’
In forms like gũvno ‘threshing floor,’ proklẽstvō ‘imprecation,’ badȃń – gensg
bȁdńa ‘vat,’ rūčȁk – gensg rũška ‘brunch,’ etc. Blato (Korčula) acts like
Brač/Hvar/Vis and a few other Čakavian dialects (cf. Kapović 2015: 422-425)
and generalizes the accent of the dominant root derivatives (Дыбо 1981: 146147, Brozović & Ivić 1988: 18). There are a few exceptions with the -ac suﬃx:
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gensg tēńcȁ ‘werewolf,’ horcȁ ‘snout,’ mrcȁ ‘deadman’ (the usual type is dolȁc – gensg
dȏca ‘valley,’ kēńȁc – gensg kẽnca ‘boor,’ grotȁc – gensg grȍca ‘wooden vessel,’ etc.).
In the genitive plural, we often find the Neo-Štokavian ending -ā, e.g. genpl
gōrȃ ‘of mountains,’ kōzȃ ‘of goats,’ etc. The circumflex is probably due to a
historically false contact interpretation of (Dubrovnik area) Neo-Štokavian górā,
kózā as Čakavian ō-ȃ and not ō-ã (as is the case, for instance, in Old Štokavian
Posavina). This proves that this ending must be secondary in the dialect (cf. the
original genpl dasãk ‘of boards’ together with younger dasākȃ). Cf. the preserved
neoacute in cases like 3pl rēstũ ‘they grow’ (Milat Panža [2014]: 24-25).
As usual in Čakavian (cf. Kapović 2015: 588-593) the suﬃxes -je and -stvo are
lenghtened (with a circumflex when stressed in the South), cf. Blato grȍzjē
‘grapes,’ lozjȇ ‘vineyard,’ gospostvȏ ‘lordliness,’ etc.
As usual in Čakavian (cf. Kapović 2015: 191-192) the suﬃx -ić can have the -ȉć
and -ĩć (gensg -īćȁ) variant. In Blato, there is no apparent trace of a pattern
connected to the accentuation of the original noun (the meanings of the
derivatives are usually metaphorical in the following examples), cf. nožȉć ‘a type of
billhook,’ sovȉć ‘little oul’ and golĩć ‘small bird without feathers,’ popĩć ‘waterbug
(oriental cockroach)’ from a dominant stem (a. p. b), and golubȉć ‘garlic clove,’
mičȉć ‘small bellows’ and lozĩć ‘wren,’ lukĩć ‘billhook’ from a recessive stem (a. p. c).
The nominal suﬃx -ina is short (cf. Kapović 2015: 185-186) as in
neighbouring Brač, cf. dajinȁ ‘distance’. The adjectival -in (Kapović 2015: 186188) is short, except when stressed, cf. gūjĩn – gujinȁ – gjinȍ ‘snake’s,’ gospinȁ
trāvȁ ‘common Saint John’s wort,’ kȗrbina ‘whore’s,’ etc.
Unlike the Čakavian on Brač/Hvar/Vis, Korčula dialects (like the
neighbouring Dubrovnik Štokavian area) preserve the old end stress in forms like
rēslȁ ‘she grew,’ ispeklȁ ‘she baked,’ etc. (cf. the forms in Milat Panža [2014]: 2425).
Like Neo-Štokavian, the dialect show a curious opposition of the regular 2sg
hȍćeš ‘you will/want’ and an interrogative hoćȅš dõć? ‘do you want to come?’ (Milat
Panža [2014]: 28).
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb (Croatia)
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